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In the conclusion of Erotic Exchanges, Nina Kushner links the topic of eighteenth-century dames
entretenues [‘kept women’] to contemporary debates regarding sex workers and the agency and
exploitation of women. Her study of the dames entretenues compels us to consider this discussion
in a more nuanced fashion. These women were not streetwalkers but more established ‘elite’
professionals as a result of their well-heeled clients, the complex market rules that characterised
patron/mistress relations, and their own status as objects of glamour and desire. Using
approximately 1,000 cases found in police archives, Kushner successfully uses the strategies
employed in microhistories to recreate the demimonde. Kushner also uses the methods of social
history to uncover larger patterns regarding marriage, social origins, material possessions and the
dynamics inherent in the patron/mistress liaisons.

Erotic Exchanges situates the dames entretenues in the world of the demimonde, ‘a sexual
subculture’ that had distinctive economic practices and individuals, as well as accepted customs
and institutions regarding services and compensation. The dames entretenues originated from
various strata of society (excluding the aristocracy and upper bourgeoisie), and not surprisingly,
poverty often led them to prostitution. However, the theatre and opera were important venues for
some of the more famous and desirable mistresses, highlighting how kept women could inhabit
multiple communities. Their patrons ranged from high-ranking nobles to petty administrators.
Kushner’s research unearths the economic transactions between patron and mistress, including
the verbal contrat, which highlights the business aspect of this relationship. Critically, methods of
payment followed a certain set of established customs and expectations, honoured and shared by
both parties. Moreover, although contemporaries satirised mistresses as avaricious, Kushner
compellingly suggests that the insistence on remuneration was a safeguard against a tenuous
future, especially as women grew older.

Madams and the police were two important groups who mediated and regulated the patron/
mistress relationships. Kushner effectively uses police records to tease out how madams were
‘business women’ who created a network that facilitated the patron/mistress relationship. Driven
by the constant need for money and clients, madams gave parties, ran brothels and acted as
matchmakers. Kept women, the commodities within this sexual market, depended on these
powerful madams who sometimes acted as ‘mothers’, but who also sought to tether the dames
entretenues through debt and other fees. Nevertheless, since their businesses were based on illicit
activities, madams were at the mercy of the police and thus facilitated police surveillance of the
demimonde.
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Kushner’s research and discussion of the police adds nuance and depth to the late Erica-Marie Benabou’s
study of prostitution. Police inspectors did not just regulate this sexual subculture, but acted as
mediators, ‘magistrates’ and even consumers. Their job was to see that elite prostitution operated
smoothly and, most importantly, without scandal. Kushner also situates police activities within a larger
state effort to control the volatile capital by gathering information on all aspects of urban life.
Significantly, the police upheld parental authority no matter the circumstances. Police records reveal how
inspectors allowed the pimping of daughters to continue, a part of the state’s larger campaign to bolster
parental power. Through her examination of the narrative structures that shaped police reports as well as
other documentation, Kushner uncovers how the eighteenth-century state acted on the body.

Erotic Exchanges contributes to the study of eighteenth-century France and early modern women’s history
in a variety of ways. It illustrates how early modern women’s economic power was not solely rooted in a
family economy. Kushner’s sensitivity to individual stories and relationships adds to the study of
subjectivity and interiority. Despite its difficulties, Kushner works to engage her subjects—mistresses,
patrons, greluchons [‘boyfriends’] and parents—in terms of their feelings, a reminder that interior
impulses as well as structural forces define human actions. Kushner’s book provides a significant addition
to the history of Paris because it introduces important themes of gender and sexuality into the urban
landscape. Kushner also adds to the scholarship on family history by highlighting how the state supported
parental power even within illegal arenas. Moreover, Kushner’s comparisons of the contrats with
traditional marriage contracts expand the parameters of eighteenth-century marriage. Given the parallels,
a question that remains unanswered is how endemic was violence in the demimonde.

In showing how madams and mistresses achieved some financial independence and operated within
standardised practices, Kushner argues for the professionalism of the dames entretenues; there is much to
this argument, although it would have been strengthened by a more sustained single discussion as
opposed to scattered comparisons with other working women and men. Erotic Exchanges is an important
and engaging book that raises compelling questions about topics such as violence and professionalism,
and will be of continuing value for feminist historians as well as scholars of urban and early modern
history.
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